Heath Suggests Class Integration

"Last September the first Dormitory Councils were elected and the new Rector Assistants were appointed. Both groups of students entered this new phase of dormitory living with much good will together with an awareness of mutual responsibility and of unshared responsibilities. An interface of confrontation and interference has flourished peacefully between these groups.

"In response to my search for stronger, more creative dormitory councils, and to my hope for a more uniform and infectious community sense in the dormitory, I have learned an important lesson and am evolving a new direction. Both the Rector Assistants and the Dorm Councils insisted that the present restrictions to a growing community sense was the absence of upper classmen living in the dormitory and having an official post on the council level. For example, excluding the rector assistants in McDermott there are only three students who are Seniors or Juniors. In Meagher, the number is eight. Situations like this I pray to avoid next year. The uniformity and intensity of this single pivotal requirement to generate community, forces itself upon me to act. How can I next year get Seniors distributed to all the dorms, so too with Juniors, so too Sophomores?

"Privately I took wise counsel about the wisdom of such a distribution and the sacrifice necessary to allow me to put it into action. First, about distribution: If next September we have 12% of resident population who are seniors, I propose to distribute them so that they represent 12% of each dormitory's total population. Likewise for Juniors who will approximate 23% of each dormitory, likewise for Sophomores at 28%. The remaining 37% will be freshmen. Obviously the redistribution has to be effected at room assignment time in April 1971. Secondly, about the wisdom: The combined voices of rector assistants and present dorm council members urge this strongly. In addition to the two reasons cited above, i.e. to build a better dorm life by having more seniors and juniors there and to introduce more mature judgments officially into the operation and deliberation of Dorm Councils, there was described a third advantage. Such an arrangement would make it possible on every floor to invite each Senior and Junior to become interested, perhaps responsible in some way, for 2 or 3 freshmen on the same floor. This would be 'community' for real. Thirdly, about the cost. In order that this program be put into effect it must have the understanding and support of this year's seniors and juniors.

Roommate selection will continue as before, in addition pre-grouping of rooms will be incorporated to capitalize on existing community spirit. For instance for seniors, blocks of dorms (New Dorm) Sixes (Meagher, McDermott, Guzman, Stephen's and Joseph's) and eights (Raymond) can be chosen and assigned. Deliberately I omit for change one's mind is too hard a task. We get so involved in our petty problems of life that we forget what life is all about, the loving, the forgiving, compromise, crying and comradeship. Gentlemen, these are some of the problems of life which impede the progress of the college. I challenge the community to amend the situation.

I challenge the Administration of Providence College to supply the leadership and a clear goal. I challenge those in the administration to seek out that unity of purpose whether it be found within the catholic tradition or not. Re-define clearly your role and function within the community. Become strong but as the same time just. Remember that your main concern is the academic and social well-being of everyone in the community. Do not underestimate the desire of the ability of both the student body and Faculty to be a source of aid. Lastly, be understanding.

I challenge the Faculty of Providence to become more involved in the entire college community. Do not think of yourselves as keepers of all knowledge, for the totality of life is not contained in one book nor in a great number of books. Be the best teachers you can for teaching is your life's work and a trust given to you by your students and the administration. Be creative and realize the potential of Providence College. Lastly, be wise. I challenge the Student Body of Providence to truly be honest in their relationships with others in the community. Let us remember that we are adults and not children and are legally responsible for the things we do to person or property. Let us criticize constructively. We must participate fully in the college even though we think it is fruitless. Lastly, we must have a sincere desire to do what is best for Providence College.

These are challenges I make to the entire college community. We must face them squarely if we are to survive as a christian academic community. I believe we can succeed if we just try to understand one another. Let us re-evaluate our roles here at the college.
Weekend Concert Draws Few
by Joe Piegrossi

The Country rock style of "country boy" Jonathan Edwards and the soothing singing of Gordon Lightfoot were the highlight of the first winter weekend at Providence College. Edwards and Lightfoot played their guitars and sang to a small but enthusiastic crowd at Alumni Hall, Sunday, February twenty-second. The cold, bleak, misty day did little to deter the majority of the audience or the performers who both gave their best from the beginning of the concert till the end. The also developed a great rapport with the crowd.

First on the makeshift stage, situated against one cinderblock wall of the gym, was Jonathan Edwards accompanied by his bass guitarist Stuart Schultman. "Cold Snow," "Good-by My Lady," and "Hold On" were among the many songs he sang. Edwards seemed to enjoy one song especially. A song people call his revolutionary song, "Sunshine Go Away Today. I Don't Feel Much Like Dancing."
The plaid-shirted, brown-vested singer expresses in this piece his freedom to be his own man and to do whatever he wants to whenever he likes it.

The audience joined in the sing of "When The Roll is
Internships

Wellesley, Mass. — Students applying for the forty paid Internships in Economic Development available for the Summer of 1971 must file applications before Monday, March 22, 1971, it was announced today by the New England Board of Higher Education (NEBHE).

Twenty graduate students and 15 undergraduates from the New England region will be appointed by NEBHE for 12 week internships with regional, state, and local economic development organizations.

Application forms and further information can be obtained from the offices of Dean of Students, Department of Social Services, Business, Mathematics, or by writing to the attention of Norman Stein, Project Director, New England Board of Higher Education, 20 Walnut Street, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

P.C. Management Intern Program

Interviews for students who wish to be considered for local summer employment will be held Feb. 23-24-25. Signs up at placement office.

Any student wishing to join the Cowl Staff is asked to sign up at the Cowl office in the basement of McDermott Hall.

NEW YORK — Wanted: Up to 6,500 persons who are dissatisfied with conditions of life and want to do something about them. Requirements: Willingness to work hard. Pay: Low in dollars, high in satisfaction. Locations: Places the tourists don't usually go, both in the U.S. and abroad. Tenure: One or two weeks to one or two years.

That's the kind of advertisement that might be run these days by the Rev. William H. Miller, director of the Division of Volunteer Service of United Presbyterian Church U.S.A.

The remarkable aspect of it all is that the results. Nearly all the openings are nearly always filled, in a program started more than a decade ago and still growing.

The most basic requirement, says Mr. Miller, "is a willingness to work hard in a situation that is long on need and short on pay."

There is no church membership requirement. In fact, Mr. Miller reports, more than half the participants are non-United Presbyterians.

Service as individuals or in groups is available for college-age students and adults.

Houseparents are needed in India and Iran, teachers in many countries, are for teaching and medical personnel.

Obviously it is the opportunity to help people, not the hope of financial gain, that keeps the volunteers signing up every year.

"In most cases we can provide more than little room, board, and nau- mance to Mr. Miller. "Sometimes there are 'scholarships' to help pay other expenses. It's plain that the real remuneration is not in dollars, though, but in the joy of doing something significant in places where there's great need."

Details about all the volunteer programs are available from Mr. Miller's office in Room 1133, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y. 10027.

The range of these programs is as wide as the geographical spread. A project in Clearwater, Florida seeks a half-dozen people to help in a many-faceted effort to bring about community change and the self-development of the area. Another project in Malawi and Zambia; agriculturists will help in a many-faceted effort to bring about community change and the self-development of the area. Another project in.

Summer Studies

PROVIDENCE, Rhode Island, February 15, 1971 — Providence College will offer summer studies in art in Pietrasanta, Italy, from June 19th through August 16th.

Open to Providence College students and to qualified students of other colleges, the summer program will include 30 days of studio work and 25 days of study on location. Courses will be offered in sculpture, painting, drawing, and art history and will carry college credits.

The Rev. Thomas McGlynn, O.P., master sculptor, of Pietrasanta, Larry Blovits, artist, of Grand Rapids, Mich., and Bruce Haggerty, collector and art historian, will comprise the faculty.

The cost is $900 and this includes tuition, round trip air travel, rail travel and lodging. Also included are all meals during the 30 day study at Pietrasanta and Florence, and breakfasts during the study-on-location days. Further information may be obtained from the Rev. Richard A. McAlister, O.P., Art Department, Providence College.
Air Transportation

by Paul Lenahan

Ironically, data which he presented said that a plane with 25,000 pounds of thrust creates only one half of the noise, which a plane with 12,500 pounds of thrust causes.

A very bright spot in the talk, concerning the ecological aspect of air transportation, was that by mid 1972, Mr. Tavani thought all visible pollution will be eliminated from aircraft.

One of the biggest problems facing air transportation is that technological advances on aircraft have increased at such a rapid rate that airport facilities and the ground environment cannot sufficiently handle all the traffic which they receive. This would explain why planes often end up circling an airport for a time which is sometimes longer than the actual flight time between cities. One reason which he cited as an explanation to this problem was the "bureaucratic maze" which one must travel through before actually getting an approval for a project.

A solution which would enable airports to make more selective use of the land they now have is appropriately called "vertical development." Mr. Tavani suggested tall parking garages which would enable airports to handle more air traffic.

Looking to the future Mr. Tavani talked about a regional airport for New England. He said that 70% of the passengers through Logan International Airport travel less than 700 miles. Why not relieve Logan of this and let it handle strictly international traffic?

Rhode Island's community need is not really national and this plan might be feasible. In the brief question and answer period which followed, the idea of building airports on the seashore was mentioned. Mr. Tavani thought it was a practical idea for the future and said it would eliminate the noise problem which we now have in areas around airports.

Mr. Tavani began by saying that Rhode Island is unique in the field of air transportation because of its relatively small size. However the importance of air transportation as a major contributor to Rhode Island's economy cannot be underestimated. He said that $300,000,000 per year is contributed by Green Airline.

One point which Mr. Tavani stressed is that air transportation is truly a public transportation system. It serves 500 locations alone in the United States. It was surprising to learn that general aviation aircraft, such as planes owned by individuals, corporations and businesses, are presently flying three times as many hours as commercial carriers.

Proceeding to ecological problems caused by aircraft, Mr. Tavani said noise is the biggest deterrent to airports. "...nothing can be done to reduce the noise. Only the impact and effect that noise has on the community can be mitigated. This is achieved by controlling the direction of high frequency noise and letting the airport bear the brunt. The angle at which aircraft take-off must be controlled to do this."

Patience Lost

Dear Fr. Haas,

As President of the Student Congress of Providence College I am hereby announcing that Rennie Davis, of the "Chicago Eight" will appear in the Student Congress Special Lecture Series on March 9, 1971 at 8:00 p.m. in Alumni Hall.

I am very disappointed that your office has taken such a great length of time to decide whether or not the college would allow his speaking here. The matter has been jockeyed from one office to another, and I have been stalled far beyond my level of patience. I have tried, in the past, to deal with the Administration in a very co-operative manner, but in this situation I have not been granted this courtesy in return. Therefore, I have decided to act on my own, with the authority given to me by both the Congress and the Student Body.

The Congress, as the representative of the student body, has the right to allocate its funds to the various groups and organizations on Campus.

Concerning the activity fee: we agreed to participate in Activity Fee Board composed of students and administrators which would approve the Congress budget. The Board has approved our budget as of the December 1970 meeting. Records of this meeting may be found in the office of Vice-President of Student Relations. By approving our budget, the board has left the matter of allocating funds to the Congress where it belongs.

Your office is attempting to restrict our right to allocate paid fees, which was not our agreement made last May of 1970. I will not allow this.

The Student Congress has the right, and will maintain our right, to dispense of student activity funds for as long as we are the representative body of the students at Providence College. We plan to present further speakers with a variety of view points on the Lecture Series for as long as our funds are available. I will not stray from my position set above. I must, as President of the Student Body, draw the line somewhere. Rennie Davis will speak to the student body and other interested persons as a part of the Congress Lecture. The decision as to whether he will speak in Alumni Hall or Hendrickson Field is yours. My patience has run its course in this matter.

Sincerely,
Gerald J. Ramos
President Student Congress
**Student On Corporation**

The Corporation of Providence College is the highest decision-making body in this institution's system of government. From this body emerge decisions which determine both the direction and the priorities which our college is to pursue. Recent changes such as co-education and the new curriculum reform may not have originated within the Corporation. However, they require the Corporation's approval before they can be implemented. The Cowl staff firmly believes that decisions which affect the entire college community can not be made wisely by a body which excludes from its membership the voice of what is the most vital element in any college community — The Student Body.

During the past two years, this governing body has undergone a restructuring process which has gone almost unnoticed by the community at large. This restructure, to the members of the Corporation, appears wide-sweeping and considerate of the various elements within and without the college.

Recently, the Alumni Association of Providence College was granted the right to elect a member to the Corporation for a four year term. The formal reason for this concession was that "The Alumni Association constitutes the only organized off-campus constituency." Concurrent with this logic, it would seem that the Corporation would grant the a permanent representative seat as the major organized on-campus constituency. If, on the other hand, the reason for accepting an alumni delegate was a purely financial one, it would appear that the corporation is again insincere in its supposed desire to change. Once again, has the Corporation done a superb job of disguising economic shrewdness as a "desire" for meaningful reform?

The Cowl can understand and appreciate the great effort which accompanies such change. However, in the interest of the college and of the student body, we must object to what is apparently an inequitable system. The Cowl wants to believe that the Corporation is sincere in its desire to reform.

In June of 1971, three vacancies shall occur on the Corporation. These positions may be filled by either administrators, faculty, alumni, students, benefactors of the college, or members from the civic community. Each of these groups, except the student body, already has representation on the Corporation. Therefore, the Cowl proposes that one of these three vacancies be filled by a student (senior), elected by the student body. This senior representative would have full voice and vote on the Corporation. With this senior, the student body would also elect a junior who would act as an "ex officio" member of the Corporation. He would subsequently become the student body representative on the Corporation, thus easing the transition from year to year. The two remaining vacancies may be filled by individuals from the above mentioned groups.

If this proposal is adopted, The Cowl feels that a momentous step will have been taken towards making Providence College the outstanding institution that it has the potential to be. Although one student may not have a monumental effect on the destiny of the College, the Corporation must at last recognize the Student body as the vital element of the College that it truly is.
Bernard McKay

P.C.: The Walls of Jericho Must Fall

Almost everyone these days is remarking about all the progress P.C. is making, whether it be towards student rights, curriculum reform, or internal administration. One might think that a lot of progress has been made, due to the efforts of the Administration, Faculty Senate, and the Student Congress. After all, under the leadership of Jerry Ramos, the Student Congress has been creating a new atmosphere on campus, one that is more open and democratic. Nevertheless, we must recognize that there are still some areas that need much attention.

One situation which strikes me as being particularly significant is the restructuring of the Corporation of Providence College. One cannot consider the state of the Corporation without recognizing the actual steps forward made by this body.

There was a time when P.C. was dominated by a few upperclassmen students, in that order. Change at that time was, shall we say, unusual. Now the Corporation has put into action some changes that are of its own, and this is itself, and this is significant. The intentions of the Corporation are very noble, but that does not mean that all is right with the world. Although internal reforms have begun, the Corporation remains relatively paternalistic in much of its approach to students in the 1970's. The reforms that have taken place are important, but they perhaps do not reach to the core of the matter.

The Corporation today challenges the Corporation to carry out its own reforms to the degree of justice and equity which they themselves have declared as their intention. The Corporation must truly follow through on the spirit of the needed reform. Why, indeed, can Alumni elect one of their own to the Corporation, but students can only nominate someone for a Corporation seat? This is typical of the way the Corporation continues to operate. It is the members themselves who determine whether to have reform or not; it is the Corporation itself which decides whether to accept a student nominee; it is the Corporation itself which decides on whether to abolish the Rector system. Presently the Guzman Hall Dorm Council is trying to relieve their Rector of his duties and responsibilities. I would hope that Fr. Heath would give consideration to the abolition of the Rector system. Presently the Guzman Hall Dorm Council is trying to relieve their Rector of his duties and responsibilities. From this evidence it is apparent that the Rector is a cause of some distress among resident students.

Fr. Heath should be praised for the manner in which he is undertaking this reform. Unlike many administrators Fr. Heath is going to the Student Body for advice, rather than enacting his proposal and asking advice later. If this proposal is approved in a student referendum, I would hope that Fr. Heath would give consideration to the abolition of the Rector system.

In a "building family" I see no place for a Rector, and in time the Resident Assistant program may also be discarded. If dorm governments are to be effective, they need more responsibility than that of running a dorm party. I hope that Fr. Heath would reflect on this editorial "hands-on, openly, and with a sense of Christian hope."

P.C.: The Walls of Providence

The Providence College Chapter of the Legion of Mary meets every Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Harkins Hall, parlor D. Volunteers are needed to work on the docks of Providence and in the House of Hope. All those interested in participating in this worthwhile service are asked to attend their next meeting.

Legion of Mary

"American Journey" is the latest, most far-reaching, and most authentic of the "Bobby" memoirs— because of just having no one author and one collaborator. All of them, highly articulate in themselves, who trace Kennedy's life from boyhood, through his tainting association with Joe McCarthy, the election of 1960, and Robert Kennedy's brotherhood. "American Journey" is by far the best that we have to date. There may be a biography of Robert Kennedy, "American Journey" manages to be. There is a great measure of flowing spontaneity to oral history and a great deal of warmth and life as well — and "American Journey" easily achieves both while also conveying the sense of Robert Kennedy's anguished search for himself — and that search (Dalgleish Halberstrom) to a Christmas party for an orphanage in Washington... I went along... We went up the stairs and walked in. The moment he walked in the room, all these little children were screaming and yelling — there was just sudden silence. Everybody was still... all standing there... and I was standing off to one side. Bob stepped into the middle of the room and just then, a little boy — I've got to be careful — six or seven years old — suddenly darted forward and stopped in front of him, and said, "Your brother's dead! Your brother's dead!"... The adults, all of us, just kind of turned away... nobody said a word. The little boy knew he had done something wrong, but he didn't know what; so he started to cry. Bob stepped forward and picked him up, in one kind of motion, and dropped him onto the floor, and he said, "That's all right. I have another brother."
On the evening of February 17, a film concerning the much-publicized anti-war movement was shown on the Providence College campus. "The Holy Owl of Linthicum: Rhode Island Political Offensive for Freedom," hardly offered what we would consider an insightful look into what must have been an intense personal struggle for the individual involved. It is true that this film's topic is often irritating, but it cannot be denied that, to a degree, the utter frustration and deep Christian feeling which moved an angelic, a New England Indian, to sacrifice three and one-half years of his freedom simply because he believed the use of a letter to burn paper, than children.

What is perhaps the most striking thing about the film is the glimpse it affords of Berrigan as a truly Christian and intensely human individual. When he speaks the words make apparent his tremendous feeling for his fellowmen and, as he expresses it, for "those yet unborn." His deep involvement in his religious beliefs is evident; he speaks of those who are courageous, patient, cheerful at heart. In short, he is speaking of those who are to be granted the "peace of God."

Indeed, the portions of the film in which Berrigan himself was speaking were undoubtedly the most worthwhile. Even in those instances, however, the film never seems to realize the potential. Berrigan expressed many ideas which could have been used to develop the film to a greater extent at all. For example, he makes reference to the relevance of the state and the nation of the state of the Christian Church in the nation. Furthermore, he expresses the way he feels, that "peace will not be won without the moral equal of the loss and separation which the war is exacting."

Unfortunately, very few of the other individuals interviewed in the film give any real indication as to who Berrigan is, what he stands for, or what has inspired him to participate in such simplistic and over-worked characteristics. He is called a "prophet," and that he did and gone to the company of "true leaders." Of what sort of society's potentially "outstanding revolutionaries." He has joined in "peace action," but become so wastefully silent and impotent. I agree with Father Berrigan's assessment of such simplistic sayings and naive attack on personal property for the sake of the war.

Indeed, the film makes clear that the film fail to examine the most important questions explicit in his action so far. For example, can Berrigan reconcile his basically violent, anti-war position with the support to non-violent resistance? Further, what impediments, or for that matter, what reasons do he have to his religious obligations present in the development of his political philosophy? I, for one, would be extremely disappointed to learn that Father Berrigan

Kevin McCormick

As expected, but nonetheless disappointing is the fact that the nation's over the nation's university and college campuses this academic year may well result to the South East Asian situation. The national support that resulted from last spring's invasion of Cambodia has seemingly drained both the resources and vitality of our country's universities. However, the gains that were made last spring are now being lost as the film is telling a tennison on a policy in that troubled corner of the world.

The Congressional action taken last year to limit the use of ground troops in South East Asia and the relating pressure placed on the Administration to not support the invasion of Cambodia to Vietnam has not been realized. Until recently however, these gains were not readily visible. Sometimes obscured by the rhetoric that issues forth from both sides, and always obscured by the nonsensical proclamations of President Nixon, only half-hearted invasion of Laos by South Vietnam forces has served to clear the air and present a definite guideline by which we can assess the situation that now exists in Indo-China.

What is unique about this operation is, of course, the absence of American ground forces. On the home front, as usual, the stirrings have come around the use or disguise of American ground troops. Quite unwittingly, though, the discussion has managed to miss the most important aspect of this particular operation. That aspect is that the war is now reaching a decisive turning point in the war. Whether this was originally a part of the Administration's plan to cut out ground support at this juncture, or whether the hand of Congress has forced the situation is not known, but whatever course the South Vietnamese take now they have to start carrying the brunt of the combat duties on the field of battle as a result of successfully... if they hope to survive.

The South Vietnamese and the world, and most importantly themselves have to begin to maintain the war effort with their own manpower.

If the invasion of Laos proves successful and the ground troops withdrawal is speeded up for two reasons. Tactically, of course, there is the need to support the invasion of the Ho Chi Minh trail will virtually end North Vietnam's infiltration and destroy North Vietnam's forces in the South. This is not to say that these events will have proved valuable, thus removing the need for sustained troop action on the part of the United States in Vietnam.

The Vietnamese withdrawal will be successful is now the question on hand and it is one that cannot be answered. They will be substantially aided by U.S. air support, assurance that they will have no fear in the dry season in which they are working will make invasion tactics drastic. The Vietnamese have no doubt, share the all important sense of awareness that the addition of South Vietnamese forces to the list is to launch a major offensive into South Vietnam will make any presidential campaign (I don't believe it is necessary to procrastinate on what effect that would have in this country).

The incursion into Cambodia last spring managed to forestall this type of offensive, but did not eliminate it. The Laotian operation has a good chance of achieving elimination of such threats. The North Vietnamese believe that this will be substantially aided by U.S. troops, and politically be the defeat of the South Vietnamese make it or break it themselves.

For the South Vietnamese the victory in this campaign or not will not change our withdrawal policy substantially (and probably not even at the change tactics at this point). A victory would naturally speed up the removal of troops in the '69 campaign, as the defeat of the South Vietnamese would slow them down, but they will be carried on no matter what the outcome. The importance lies in the future of Asia itself. A victory for the South Vietnamese would be a crushing blow to the North and just might mark the end of the war. However, a defeat in Laos will lay bare the inadequacy of "Vietnamization" and quite possibly (as some far removed date) result in a bloodbath and eventual Communist takeover of South Vietnam.

Whether one is violently opposed to the Vietnam war, or academically curious or no longer important. The United States today that the war games are over on the campuses as well as in Congress. Certainly, the construction of the South Vietnamese make it or break it themselves.

"One Does What He Can"

Kevin McCormick

Dean's Office

The Deal's Office
**Hockey Team Faces Near End Unless Campus Rink Built Soon**

By Al Thomas

The Providence CollegeFriar Hockey Team Faces Near End Unless Campus Rink Built Soon

The proposal was unanimously turned down. The question came up on whether schools such as Providence College could survive with such a high operating budget that hockey demands.

Fr. A. Begley came out publicly and stated that if he had to drop one sport here at P.C., hockey would have to go. Fr. Begley is not the only one of his fellow coaches who has been forced to drop major sports because of the high cost of operation: University of Buffalo: football; Detroit: football; St. Anselm's: basketball is just a few.

Just how much does hockey cost Providence College? Not knowing the exact costs I will approximate. In a survey I have found that the average ice rental fee in the area is $50.00 per hour. That would be the College, $150.00 per day for varsity and freshman practices. A total of almost $1,000 per week and over $20,000 per year just for ice rental.

To fit a hockey player safely, it could cost almost $100.00 per man, a total of $2,000 per year. Transportation and travel depends on the schedule, but we can assume that the cost will be at least the thousands of dollars. We presently are the only team in Division I of the E.C.A.C. that has no rink. Boston University and the University of Pennsylvania have brand new rinks.

In a recent Boston Globe editorial it was noted that of the twenty major teams in the East, Providence College and Merrimack have no rink. Merrimack has a beautiful complex,_unfortunately under construction. So that leaves us out in the open.

What good will a rink do? Recruiting will be made much easier for the coach. How can a coach recruit a top prospect when all he has to offer is a decrepit Rhode Island rink which is five miles from campus.

We will cut down on the cost of the sport. The cost of ice time would be zero; the rink could be rented out to private organizations. Most rinks in the area have no ice rental time available from October to April. Since we are a non-profit organization, there would be no taxes to pay. The profit would be great.

The major objection is that there is no rink on campus for hockey among the students. How can there be when the only way to get to see a game is to travel five long miles away. If we had a rink on campus, especially with a team like this year's, the place would be filled every night.

Most students that come to P.C. from Connecticut and West New York have never seen hockey. So many of them have witnessed their first game here at P.C. and automatically have the bug. The intramural program would be stepped up. Skiing parties and exhibitions could be run at minimal costs.

What would the bug be used for in the off season? It could be used for concerts, dances, exhibitions, lecturers, etc. Brown uses Meehan Auditorium, and B.C. uses McHugh Forum for all their major events.

Every school in the East that has chosen to construct a rink has made it pay. The Providence College which now has its rink paid off in five years.

We need a rink or we will have to drop hockey here at P.C. It is up to us, the students and alumni, to do something about it.

Baseball Coach Alex Nahigian Named Rhody Coach Of Year

"He's a coach's coach, a man highly respected for advice and counsel by all his fellow coaches." These words by a man close to Providence College reflect the feelings of the athletes and sportswriters of Words Unlimited who honored Friar Baseball coach Alex Nahigian last Monday night at Rhode's on the Pawtuxet as "Coach of the Year" in Rhode Island.

During his eleven year tenure as Providence College, Mr. Nahigian has guided the Friars to three N.I.A.C. Championships. "Go Friars! Beat Assumption Saturday Night!"

**Go Friars! Beat Assumption Saturday Night!**

B. P. GOBIS

The little lady and myself walked into the Rhode Island Auditorium for the nite this season, and as usual, the excitement and color of Providence College hockey was very evident.

"Hockey and me ... a select breed of people. They will travel distances to see "the big game," sit in bone-chilling arenas, run for a pack that has left the playing surface, and shout with enthusiasm."

Most Friar hockey fans fall into this category. They have a poster of Bobby Orr on the wall right over their own skates and stick rack. Well PC hockey fans have a winning team this season, and are enjoying it all the bit more.

After parking your car and making a short walk through the "bone-chilling" night, you enter that great lobby of hockey fame, only after being carefully looked over and screened by the officers on duty for anything that would "cheer up your spirits."

"Hockey program!" shouts the concessionnaire as he snaps you out of your semi-conscious chilled state. "Can't tell the players without a scoreboard!" Well you certainly can't. It really is a handsome yearbook the boys have put together, and well worth the investment.

A quick glance around the crowd gathered in the lobby between periods of the freshmen game brings a "hey there man, what's happening?", or a few other choice greetings.

If you don't run into a couple of buddies, there are always a good number of potential PC co-eds and friends, which draws a response from the little lady: "is this how it's going to be when I'm not with you, always looking at the girls?" Well you know Providence College guys.

One just can't believe the life-size portraits of athletes in the big "golf," all in bow-chilling arenas, run for a pack that has left the playing surface, and shout with enthusiasm. In the East that has chosen to construct a rink has made it pay. The Providence College which now has its rink paid off in five years.

Of them have witnessed their first game here at P.C. and automatically have the bug. The intramural program would be stepped up. Skiing parties and exhibitions could be run at minimal costs.

What would the bug be used for in the off season? It could be used for concerts, dances, exhibitions, lecturers, etc. Brown uses Meehan Auditorium, and B.C. uses McHugh Forum for all their major events.

Every school in the East that has chosen to construct a rink has made it pay. The Providence College which now has its rink paid off in five years.

We need a rink or we will have to drop hockey here at P.C. It is up to us, the students and alumni, to do something about it.

Baseball Coach Alex Nahigian Named Rhody Coach Of Year

"He's a coach's coach, a man highly respected for advice and counsel by all his fellow coaches." These words by a man close to Providence College reflect the feelings of the athletes and sportswriters of Words Unlimited who honored Friar Baseball coach Alex Nahigian last Monday night at Rhode's on the Pawtuxet as "Coach of the Year" in Rhode Island.

During his eleven year tenure as Providence College, Mr. Nahigian has guided the Friars to three N.I.A.C. Championships. "Go Friars! Beat Assumption Saturday Night!"

B. P. GOBIS

The little lady and myself walked into the Rhode Island Auditorium for the nite this season, and as usual, the excitement and color of Providence College hockey was very evident.

"Hockey and me ... a select breed of people. They will travel distances to see "the big game," sit in bone-chilling arenas, run for a pack that has left the playing surface, and shout with enthusiasm."

Most Friar hockey fans fall into this category. They have a poster of Bobby Orr on the wall right over their own skates and stick rack. Well PC hockey fans have a winning team this season, and are enjoying it all the bit more.

After parking your car and making a short walk through the "bone-chilling" night, you enter that great lobby of hockey fame, only after being carefully looked over and screened by the officers on duty for anything that would "cheer up your spirits."

"Hockey program!" shouts the concessionnaire as he snaps you out of your semi-conscious chilled state. "Can't tell the players without a scoreboard!" Well you certainly can't. It really is a handsome yearbook the boys have put together, and well worth the investment.

A quick glance around the crowd gathered in the lobby between periods of the freshmen game brings a "hey there man, what's happening?", or a few other choice greetings.

If you don't run into a couple of buddies, there are always a good number of potential PC co-eds and friends, which draws a response from the little lady: "is this how it's going to be when I'm not with you, always looking at the girls?" Well you know Providence College guys.

One just can't believe the life-size portraits of athletes in the big "golf," all in bow-chilling arenas, run for a pack that has left the playing surface, and shout with enthusiasm. In the East that has chosen to construct a rink has made it pay. The Providence College which now has its rink paid off in five years.

Of them have witnessed their first game here at P.C. and automatically have the bug. The intramural program would be stepped up. Skiing parties and exhibitions could be run at minimal costs.

What would the bug be used for in the off season? It could be used for concerts, dances, exhibitions, lecturers, etc. Brown uses Meehan Auditorium, and B.C. uses McHugh Forum for all their major events.

Every school in the East that has chosen to construct a rink has made it pay. The Providence College which now has its rink paid off in five years.

We need a rink or we will have to drop hockey here at P.C. It is up to us, the students and alumni, to do something about it.
**Surging Pucksters Near Tourney Bid**

**PC Skaters Win Fifth Straight; Face Tough Terriers Saturday**

**Friars Enhance NIT Bid; Tough Foes Still Ahead**

**This Week In Sports**

**Friar Hockey Season Recap**

**Surging Pucksters Near Tourney Bid**

PETER GOBIS

Explosive offensive barrage by the Providence College hockey team enabled the Friars to win their last eight games. Presently, the Friars are on a five-game winning streak which brings their ECAC record to an impressive 15-5 record going into the final two weeks of play.

Coach Lou Lamoriello's sextet continued its solid offensive posture of the last game as 13 Friars scored in the 76-75 win over the inspired Friars, 76-75. Villanova, currently ranked 17th in the nation, has not lost since 1967 at their Field House. Before their heart-breaking loss, Dave Gavit's Friars had won three games in a row over St. Joe's, URI, and Holy Cross. The Friars are playing their best ball and have a good chance of making the N.I.T. With the visitors trailing by only three points in the first half, Clarence Smith and Hank Siemieniwski of the Wildcats combined for ten straight points to give Villanova a big lead with 12 minutes left in the half. Although Providence still trailed by ten with 4 minutes left, the Friars switched to a man-to-man defense and closed the gap to one point by halftime. Providence received some great play from Ernie DiGregorio and shooting by Ray Johnson, Donnie Lewis and Frank Costello.

The second stanza was close all the way because both teams put on quite a shooting display, both shooting over 70% for the half. Providence played near perfect ball in the second half since they committed only one turnover, although they had eleven in all. Although the Wildcats had the lead most of the first half, Jimmy Larranaga scored five points and DiGregorio two to put Providence in a tie with six minutes to go. The remaining play never gave all the fans heart failure. Providence passed the ball around impressively to score for 4:01 before Howard Porter fouled out with 24 seconds left. DiGregorio, who played a great floor game, missed the foul shot.

**Friars Enhance NIT Bid; Tough Foes Still Ahead**

VIN ALTRUDA

Although Providence College received another great team performance and shot 61% for the game, the Wildcats of Jack Kraft defeated the inspired Friars, 76-75. Villanova, currently ranked 17th in the nation, has not lost since 1967 at their Field House. Before their heart-breaking loss, Dave Gavit's Friars had won three games in a row over St. Joe's, URI, and Holy Cross. The Friars are playing their best ball and have a good chance of making the N.I.T. With the visitors trailing by only three points in the first half, Clarence Smith and Hank Siemieniwski of the Wildcats combined for ten straight points to give Villanova a big lead with 12 minutes left in the half. Although Providence still trailed by ten with 4 minutes left, the Friars switched to a man-to-man defense and closed the gap to one point by halftime. Providence received some great play from Ernie DiGregorio and shooting by Ray Johnson, Donnie Lewis and Frank Costello.

The second stanza was close all the way because both teams put on quite a shooting display, both shooting over 70% for the half. Providence played near perfect ball in the second half since they committed only one turnover, although they had eleven in all. Although the Wildcats had the lead most of the first half, Jimmy Larranaga scored five points and DiGregorio two to put Providence in a tie with six minutes to go. The remaining play never gave all the fans heart failure. Providence passed the ball around impressively to score for 4:01 before Howard Porter fouled out with 24 seconds left. DiGregorio, who played a great floor game, missed the foul shot.

Ernie DiGregorio was the Friars' 16th man to lead the ECAC playoff berths. Recent wins over RPI and New Hampshire drew the Friars nearer to the playoffs they have been spectators of since 1964-65. The key to the sextet's surge to 5th place in ECAC Division I is the line of Gary Williamson, Richard Pumple, and Tommy Sheehan. Pumple, "the machine from Lachine," had 7 point efforts against Merrimack and New Hampshire to raise his season's total to 19-35-3. Williamson had a brilliant stick-handling and Sheehan's "heads-up" play were major factors in the Friars coming up with 6 goals in the 1st period against UMass, 5 goals in the 2nd versus UNH, 6 goals in the 3rd against Manhattan, and 5 goals in the 3rd versus RPI.

The turning point for the Friars was the New Hampshire game, since it was a "must" game. Richard Pumple's 3 goals and 4 assists, and two goals apiece by inimacites Sheehan and Williamson blew the Wildcats out of the game.

The tensesness of the game, and good defensive efforts highlighted a 1-1 first period. UNH's Dick Umile, brother of former PC captain Jim, put the Wildcats ahead 2-1 after 40 seconds of the 2nd period. Within the next 12 minutes, Pumple's 2 goals and tallies by Sheehan and Williamson broke the game down. The Friars went off separating a three goal lead, 6-3, after two periods, as Williamson added another goal at 18:04.

UNH came back in the final period with 3 goals to pull to within one goal, 7-6, but Richard Pumple gave the Friars breathing room. He shot home his own rebound at 12:56 and gave the Friars a 29-22 lead.

The second "big" game within the same week against the RPI Engineers was a tight-checking, physical encounter. Friar's RPI's notoriety as a dirty team was evident since the Friars had to throw their weight around, and were called for a number of penalties, something they have not done of late.

Jerry Leschynsky, the ever-present Junior from Chatham, mixed in a half-trick and set up the Friar attack with 2 of the 5 goals scored in the first six minutes. The Friars' ability to pass the ball into the KE unsung.)

Although the Wildcats had the lead most of the first half, Jimmy Larranaga scored five points and DiGregorio two to put Providence in a tie with six minutes to go. The remaining play never gave all the fans heart failure. Providence passed the ball around impressively to score for 4:01 before Howard Porter fouled out with 24 seconds left. DiGregorio, who played a great floor game, missed the foul shot.

The second stanza was close all the way because both teams put on quite a shooting display, both shooting over 70% for the half. Providence played near perfect ball in the second half since they committed only one turnover, although they had eleven in all. Although the Wildcats had the lead most of the first half, Jimmy Larranaga scored five points and DiGregorio two to put Providence in a tie with six minutes to go. The remaining play never gave all the fans heart failure. Providence passed the ball around impressively to score for 4:01 before Howard Porter fouled out with 24 seconds left. DiGregorio, who played a great floor game, missed the foul shot.

**This Week In Sports**

**Varsity Basketball**

Thursday, February 25, DePaul University, Home, 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 27, Assumption College, Home, 8:30 p.m.

**Varsity Indoor Track**

Saturday, February 27, New England Championships, Home

**Varsity Hockey**

Friday, February 26, Colgate University, Home, 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, February 27, Boston University, Away, Boston, Mass.

**Tough Foes Still Ahead**

The Friars had to come back twice to tie it in the opening periods. John Marchetti's blue-line blast in the first period, and Tony Bosco's shot in the second period sealed the deal for the Friars. Tommy Sheehan gave the Friars a 3-2 edge midway through the third period, and Paul Sheehan spurred the Wildcats to a 5-4 lead late in the game. Friar coach Dave Gavit called it, "this was the closest the Friars have come to being beaten this season."